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Abstract— We present experimental results on the controlled
vertical flight of a flapping-wing flying microrobot, in which for
the first time an on-board sensing system is used for measuring
the microrobot’s altitude for feedback control. Both the control
strategy and the sensing system are biologically inspired. The
control strategy relies on amplitude modulation mediated by
optical flow. The research presented here is a key step toward
achieving the goal of complete autonomy for flying microrobots,
since this demonstrates that strategies for controlling flappingwing microrobots in vertical flight can rely on optical flow
sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION
Based on the ideas introduced in [1] and [2], a strategy for
altitude control of flapping-wing flying 60-mg microrobots
of the kind in [3] was presented in [4]. Also, compelling
experimental results demonstrating the suitability of the proposed approach were presented. In those cases, the controller
design relies on the notion of amplitude modulation of the
robot’s wing stroke angles and the vertical position of the
robot is measured by the use of an external laser position
sensor. Here, we present the first controlled vertical flight of
a 101-mg flapping-wing microrobot, in which the vertical
position fedback into the controller is measured using a
biologically-inspired on-board optical flow sensor, similar
to the one in [5]. This is a key step toward achieving the
goal of complete autonomy for at-scale flying microrobots,
since these experimental results unequivocally demonstrate
that microrobots of the kind considered here are capable
of carrying the extra weight of on-board sensors. More
importantly, these results demonstrate that strategies for
controlling microrobots in vertical flight can rely on optical
flow sensors.
It has been suggested that in natural insects, among all the
sensory modalities involved in flight control, visual stimuli
are essential for maintaining stability and avoiding obstacles
during flight (see [6] and references therein). Also, it is
believed that in unidirectional flight, insects use optical flow,
defined as the motion of the visual field relative to the eyes,
to navigate. Interestingly, it has been known since the 1970s
that in most insects, flight has prompted the evolution of the
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amazing information processing capabilities that we observe
in flying insects today [7]. From a robotics perspective, there
is evidence that some of the ideas about how insects sense
their environment and navigate through it can be applied to
generate high-level rules of navigation for ground and flying
robotic systems [8].
Inspired by the notion of optical flow, since the late 1990s,
visual motion sensors have been developed and applied to a
variety of flying prototypes [5], [8]–[18]. For instance, in
[17], a 10-g fixed-wing micro air vehicle (MAV) capable of
regulating airspeed and avoiding lateral collisions was developed, based on a navigation strategy that combines optical
flow and gyroscopic information. Another example is the
work presented in [8]. There, several navigational strategies
based on optical flow employed by bees were described. The
feasibility of applying these strategies to robotic systems was
tested using unmanned helicopters. Using a 13.6-g flappingwing MAV, the potentials and limitations of using optical
flow on flapping-wing robotic systems was explored in [18].
There, it is argued that periodic oscillations produced by
flapping introduce significant bias to the estimates obtained
from the measured optical flow.
One of the main contributions presented in this paper
is the integration of an optical flow sensor (model Tam4,
designed and fabricated by Centeye) with a flapping-wing
flying microrobot similar to the one in [3], the RoboBee.
Furthermore, using modern system identification techniques,
a filter is trained for extracting real-time velocity and linear
position information from the optical flow measurement. This
extracted information is used for controlling the altitude of
the flapping-wing microrobot. Total autonomy of RoboBeelike MAVs will be achieved by the integration of power,
sensing and computational hardware into the robot, which
implies the fulfillment of strict mass and size constraints.
The results presented here are an important step toward that
goal; to the best of our knowledge this is the first empirical
demonstration of optical-flow-based control in an at-scale
biologically inspired microrobot.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the flapping-wing microrobot used in the
experiments and the main experimental setup. Section III
describes the optical flow sensor and the strategy for altitude
control. Experimental results are presented in Section IV.
Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section V.
Notation–
+
• R and Z
denote the sets of real and non-negative
integer numbers, respectively.
• The variable t is used to index discrete time, i.e., t =
+
{kTs }∞
and Ts ∈ R. As usual, Ts is
k=0 , with k ∈ Z
referred to as the sampling-and-hold time.
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Fig. 1. Photograph of the biologically-inspired two-wing robotic insect,
the RoboBee.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the microrobot employed in the research presented in
this article, similar to the one in [3]. This microrobot was entirely designed
and fabricated by the authors at the Harvard Microrobotics Laboratory. ΓL :
Average lift force; ϕ: Flapping angle (also referred to as stroke angle); θ:
passive rotation angle.

•

•

The transmission consists of links and joints with geometries
designed to maximize the product of stroke amplitude and
first resonant frequency, given known actuator and airfoil
properties.
Flight forces are generated through a phenomenon referred
to as passive rotation [20]. Here, the wings are connected to
the mechanical transmission through flexible hinges, which
allow the wings to rotate (angle θ(τ ) in Fig. 2). This rotation
is caused by the inertial forces produced by the flapping ϕ(τ )
and by the aerodynamic forces generated by the interaction
of the wings with the air. As explained in [20], an angle θ
different than 0◦ implies that the wings have a positive angle
of attack, which causes the generation of lift forces. The
microrobot was designed such that, for sinusoidal actuator
displacements, drag forces are symmetric about the upstroke
and downstroke and the mean lift force vector intersects the
center of mass. Thus, ideally, no body torques are generated
and the angles of rotation in three dimensions about the
robots center of mass (pitch, roll and yaw) should stay at
0◦ .
In biological literature on flapping-flight [21]–[23], the
mean total force, ΦT , generated by a symmetrical pair of
wings throughout the stroke is often estimated as
Z Ξ
(1)
ΦT =
ρC Φ νr2 (ξ)c(ξ)dξ,

The variable τ is used to index continuous time. Thus,
for a generic continuous-time variable x(τ ), x(t) is the
sampled version of x(τ ).
z −1 denotes the delay operator, i.e., for a signal x,
z −1 x(k) = x(k − 1) and conversely zx(k) = x(k +
1). For convenience, z is also the complex variable
associated to the z-transform.

II. D ESCRIPTION OF THE M ICROROBOT AND M AIN
E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
A. Microrobot and Lift Force Generation
The flapping-wing robotic insect used in the experiments is
shown in Fig. 1, which was entirely developed and fabricated
at the Harvard Microrobotics Laboratory, based upon designs
which previously demonstrated the ability to liftoff [3]. The
main components include a piezoelectric bending bimorph
cantilever actuator [19], a flexure-based transmission, a pair
of airfoils, and an airframe which serves as a mechanical
ground. The transmission maps the approximately linear
motions of the actuator into the flapping motion of the wings.

which is a standard quasi-steady blade-element formulation
of flight force (see [20] and references therein), where ρ is
the density of the air, C Φ is the mean force coefficient of the
wing throughout the stroke, νr2 (ξ) is the mean square relative
velocity of each wing section, c(ξ) is the chord length of the
wing at a distance ξ from the base, and Ξ is the total wing
length. In the case of a sinusoidal stroke of frequency fr ,
ϕ(τ ) = ϕ0 sin(2πfr τ ), with a horizontal stroke plane, the
mean square relative velocity of each wing section can be
roughly estimated as
Z Tr
1
νr2 (ξ) = 4π 2 fr2 ξ 2 ϕ20
cos2 (2πfr τ )dτ
Tr 0
= 2π 2 ξ 2 ϕ20 fr2 ,
(2)
with Tr = fr−1 . This implies that, regardless of the size
and shape of the wing, the estimated mean total flight force
is directly dependent on fr2 and ϕ20 . This indicates that in
order for flying insects to accelerate against gravity or hover
at a desired altitude, they can modulate the average lift force
by changing the stroke amplitude, ϕ0 , or by changing the
stroke frequency, fr . For the robots considered here, the
transmission that maps the actuator output, labeled as y(t),
to the stroke angle ϕ(t) can be approximated by a constant
κT , i.e., ϕ(t) = κT y(t). Thus, by changing the amplitude
and/or the frequency of y(t), ΦT can be modulated.
In steady state, the average discrete-time lift force can be
estimated as
ΓL (t) =

NL −1
1 X
γL (t − Ts i),
NL i=0

(3)

where γL (t) is the sampled version of the continuous-time
instantaneous lift force, γL (τ ). Here, t = kTs , with fixed
Ts ∈ R and 0 < NL ∈ Z+ . Note that assuming steady
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Fig. 3. Setup used in the optical-flow-based altitude control experiments.
The altitude x is measured using an on-board Tam4 optical flow sensor and
a trained conversion filter. An external laser displacement sensor is used for
training the filter that converts optical flow into altitude and for monitoring
the position signal estimated by the conversion filter.

state conditions, for the perfectly symmetric flapping case
described in the previous paragraph, ΓL (t) can be thought
of as an estimate of ΦT .
From the previous paragraphs it follows that the equation
describing the robot’s motion along the vertical axis is simply
γL (τ ) − mg = mẍ(τ ),

(4)

where m is the mass of the robot and g is the gravitational
acceleration constant. As discussed in [1], [2] and [4], the
instantaneous lift force γL (τ ) is a nonlinear function of
the frequency and amplitude of the flapping angle ϕ. Note
that for sinusoidal inputs, instantaneous lift forces oscillate
around some non-zero mean force, crossing zero periodically.
Upward vertical movement occurs when the average lift
force, estimated as in (3), is larger than the total robot’s
weight, mg. Thus, control strategies for hovering and vertical
trajectory following can rely on balancing the robot’s weight
by varying the amplitude of the flapping angle, according to
a feedback law. As we will show later, in the experiments
presented here, the signal fedback into the controller is
optical flow.
B. Main Experimental Setup
The optical-flow-based control experiment is shown in
Fig. 3. The experimental setup is a modification of the
one described in [4]. There, the vertical position of the
microrobot is controlled employing a feedback law that uses
a measurement of the altitude x for generating the control
signal. In that case, x is measured using a long-range CCD
laser displacement sensor LK-2503 fabricated by Keyence.
In the research presented here, the altitude x is measured
employing a Tam4 on-board optical flow sensor, designed
and fabricated by Centeye. Thus, the main contributions of
this research are the integration of the Tam4 sensor into the
flying microrobot and the use of the optical flow signal for
estimating the robot’s vertical position, used as feedback for

real-time altitude control. The integration of the microrobot
with the sensing system is shown in Fig. 4. The details about
the sensor and the integration process are discussed in the
next section.
Optical flow refers to the motion of the visual field relative
to the eyes of the obsever. The Tam4 sensor measures optical
flow, and thus to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, for this
experiment, a textured screen is placed in front of the sensor,
as shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the robot’s movement is
constrained to the vertical degree of freedom using guide
wires, and consequently, the optical flow sensor moves in the
vertical direction only. As seen in Fig. 3, the image signal
captured by the Tam4 sensor is sent to a microprocessor
(Arduino Mega 2560), in which a train of pulses proportional
to the vertical velocity of the microrobot is generated. The
train of pulses, the optical flow signal, is sent to a digital
signal processor in which the robot’s position information
is generated using an identified filter and the control signal
input to the piezoelectric actuator is generated. Note that
there is not a fundamental reason for using two processors.
This is done for experimental convenience and in the final
prototype all the signal processing should occur inside a
single processor.
III. O PTICAL F LOW S ENSING AND A LTITUDE C ONTROL
A. Sensor Hardware and Integration with the Microrobot
The Tam4 image sensor is custom designed for low
power and mass applications such as embedded systems and
robotics. The sensor chip, shown on the left in Fig. 5-(a),
consists of a 4 × 32 pixel array optimized for sensing motion
along a single axis. Pixels on the Tam4 have a 8 : 1 aspect
ratio (336 × 42 µm pixel pitch) such that the focal plane is
a square with an area of 1.34 mm2 . The pixel electronics
uses the typical continuous-time logarithmic-response pixel
circuit, allowing for a higher dynamic range of incident radiance to be captured within the output analog voltage range.
The logarithmic response mode can also be operated without
shuttering, which decreases the weight and complexity of the
sensor assembly. The output pixel is selected using a 7 bit
counter, with the upper 2 bits selecting the row and the lower
5 bits selecting the column. Incrementing the counter scans
out the array pixel-by-pixel row-wise, and sends the resulting
pixel signal off-chip as an analog voltage output. The Tam4
chip has on-chip biases. This arrangement allows the chip to
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Fig. 5. (a): Unassembled sensor components, including the Tam4 bare die
(left) and acrylic injection-molded lens (right). The Tam4 chip is designed
for 1D motion sensing. In its displayed orientation, the Tam4 focal plane
is 4 pixels heigh and 32 pixels wide, and would sense motion from left
to right. (b): The completed sensor assembly. First, the Tam4 chip is glued
and wire bonded to a flex circuit breakout. Then, the injection-molded lens
is glued onto the Tam4 focal plane. Lastly, an iris is painted onto the lens
surface.
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Fig. 6. Breakdown of the RoboBee (microrobot + on-board optical flow
sensor) mass by component. Total mass of 101 mg. Sensor other consists
of flex circuit breakout, solder, and glue.

be operated with just five signals: Ground, Power, Increment,
Reset, and Output.
In order to create a complete camera, light is focused
onto the chip’s focal plane using an acrylic injection-molded
lens, shown on the right in Fig. 5-(a). This lens is attached
directly onto the Tam4 chip using UV curable optically clear
adhesive. An iris is formed by covering the lens with black
paint except for a hole at the top of the lens. The lens has a
focal length just over one millimeter, resulting in a practical
field of view of about 70◦ . When used in the experiments as
shown in Fig. 3, the field of view includes approximately four
stripes of the textured screen, which results in a sampling of
approximately eight pixels per stripe, completely adequate
for the purposes of the control experiments discussed here.
When integrating the optical flow sensor into the microrobot, as shown in Fig. 4, many factors are considered
simultaneously, such that the resulting microrobotic system
maintains its capability of lifting off and maneuver along the
vertical axis. All materials and components are made with
low mass considerations. A flex circuit breakout, shown in
Fig. 5-(b) was designed to interface the bare die Tam4 to the
off-board microcontroller used for processing optical flow,
resulting in an interface that is significantly lighter than a
typical fiberglass printed circuit board (PCB). The backing
of the flex circuit was reinforced with s-glass around the
Tam4 chip to add a protective ridged backing for the silicon
chip and wire bonds with negligible added weight. The Tam4
bare die is glued with conductive epoxy to a ground pad
on the flex circuit and necessary signals are wire bonded
to 200 µm copper traces. Fine 51 AWG varnished copper
wiring between the flex circuit and the optical flow processor,
used to transmit the image signal, adds minimal drag as the
microrobot ascends along the vertical axis.
The RoboBee’s body design is similar to the one used
in the altitude control experiments of [4]. However, cross
bracing was added to the ventral surface to support mounting
of the optical flow sensor to the airframe with cyanoacrylate
glue. The final complete microrobotic device, as shown in
Fig. 4, has the mass distribution shown in Fig. 6. The
sensor other category, consisting of the flex circuit, solder,
and glue, is currently the greatest mass contribution of the
sensor components. The larger copper pads on the flex
circuit breakout were primarily used for testing and cut off
to decrease mass before final use. There is still room for
improvement in decreasing the weights of the various sensor
components. For example, the lens mass could be decreased
in a future iteration by using printed pinhole optics [24].
In comparison, previous efforts in miniaturization of optical
flow sensors described in [25] and applied in [17] combined
a 140-mg cut down TSL3301 sensor fabricated by TAOS
with 1 × 102 pixel resolution, a 170-mg lens with case, and
a 80-mg PCB for a combined mass of 390 mg. Our 33mg sensor offers high performance, as seen in Section IV,
with approximately 1/10 the mass, by using less packaging,
lighter optics, and thinner circuitry.
As depicted in Fig. 3, the Tam4 image sensor interfaces
with the off-board Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller,
which captures images and computes optical flow. Optical
flow is computed using a modified version of the Image
Interpolation Algorithm (IIA) [26]. Since the Tam4 sensor
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is a 1D sensor with a high aspect ratio array of pixels,
optical flow is only calculated and communicated for the
1D long axis of the image sensor. To further simplify the
optical flow calculations, only a single 1 × 32 pixel column
from the captured images is used in the calculation of the
1D optical flow signal. The optical flow signal is input to
control algorithms that are computed by an off-board DSP;
communication of the optical flow signal was completed
using an RS-232 serial connection at 9600 Bd. The pulses
composing the optical flow train are received at a nonconstant rate of approximately 40.5 Hz. A buffering strategy
in the communication between the two processors in Fig. 3
ensures that no data is lost in the transmission process.

input signals to the piezoelectric actuator have the form
u(t) = au (t) sin (2πfu t) .

The idea is to think of sin (2πfu t) as a part of the system,
as shown in Fig. 8, and consider au (t) to be the control
signal, generated according to some control law. This notion
is illustrated in Fig. 9. Thus, in closed loop, the signal applied
to the system in Fig. 9 has the form

if bu (t) ≥ au
 au
bu (t)
if au < bu (t) < au
(7)
au (t) =
 a
if bu (t) ≤ au
u

with

bu (t) = K(z)ex (t),

B. Control Strategy
In [1], [2] and [4], it was shown that the dynamics of the
microrobot in Fig. 1 can be modeled as
y(t) = [P u] (t) + d(t),

(5)

where P is a linear time-invariant (LTI) system, u(t) is the
input voltage driving the piezoelectric actuator, y(t) is the
displacement of the distal end of the actuator, and d(t) is
the output disturbance representing the aggregated effects of
all the disturbances affecting the system, including vibrations
generated by the aerodynamic forces produced by the wing
flapping. In [1], [2] and [4], it was also shown that using
modern LTI system identification techniques, a model of
P , P̂ , can be found. Using P̂ , an adaptive strategy can be
designed and implemented to force the actuator displacement
y(t) to follow desired references with the form yd (t) =
Ad sin (2πfd t).
As explained in [4], static experiments, in which the
actuator displacement y(t) and the instantaneous lift force
γL (t) are measured simultaneously, can be performed in
order to find relationships between actuator displacements
and generated lift forces. This is relevant, because as mentioned in Section II, the relationship between y(t) and ϕ(t)
can be modeled as ϕ(t) = κT y(t), with κT constant. The
measurement of y(t) is done using a short-range CCD laser
displacement sensor LK-2001 fabricated by Keyence. The
instantaneous force γL (t) is measured by sensing the deflection of a double-cantilever beam to which the microrobot is
rigidly connected. The beam deflection is measured using a
capacitive displacement sensor (for details on the force sensor design see [27]). Thus, using the adaptive control strategy
in [2], the data in Fig. 7 was generated. This plot shows
experimental cases in which for actuator displacements with
the form y(t) = A sin (2πf t), the frequency f is fixed and
the amplitude A is varied in order to obtain an empirical
relationship between the amplitude and the average lift force
ΓL (t). The information in Fig. 7 is crucial when choosing
the parameters of the laws for controlling altitude.
As commented in Section II, the average lift force ΓL (t)
can be modulated by varying the frequency or amplitude of
the flapping angle ϕ, assuming that this follows a sinusoidal
trajectory as it is commonly observed in nature and in manmade flapping-wing machines. As in [4], in the experiments
presented here, we use amplitude modulation, i.e., we fix the
frequency of flapping and vary the amplitude. Formally, the

(6)

(8)

where K(z) is a discrete-time LTI operator depending on
the delay operator z −1 . The real numbers au and au ∈ [0, 1]
are the minimum and maximum allowable values that au (t)
can take. The signal ex (t) is the control error defined as
ex (t) = xd (t) − x(t), where xd (t) is the desired altitude
and, as stated before, x(t) is the optical-flow-based measured
altitude signal, as depicted in Fig. 3.
As proposed in [4], a model of the plant G in Fig. 9
can be found using modern system identification techniques.
In this case, the system identification of G is extremely
challenging from an experimental point of view. Here, using
the experimental technique introduced in [4], a model of
G, for the case fu = 110 Hz, was computed. Using this
identified model and classical controller design techniques,
an LTI operator K(z) for the law in (8) was found and
evaluated, employing the classical gain and phase margin
indices.
Now, we look at the information contained in Fig. 7 to
justify the choice of fu = 110 Hz and choose the parameters
au and au for the nonlinear control law in (7). In Fig. 7, for
all the frequencies considered (70, 80, 90, 100 and 110 Hz),
A = 1 means that the amplitude of y(t) is equal to the
constant displacement of the actuator when the system P
is excited with a constant u(t) = 1. Also, u(t) = 1 means
that the actuator is excited at its maximum allowable voltage,
300 V. Thus, considering that the microrobot used here has a
mass of 101 mg, in the experiment presented in Section IV,
the chosen fixed frequency is fu = 110 Hz and the upper
bound au is 0.8, which give one a comfortable margin of
robustness with respect to variations in the average lift-force
generated by the robot. This follows from noting in Fig. 7
that for fu = 110 Hz, with au = 0.8, there exists a significant
margin between the force required for hovering (101 mg) and
the average lift forces generated by the robot.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Conversion of Optical Flow to Altitude
First in this section, we discuss the conversion from optical
flow to altitude. The objective here is to find a dynamic
mapping from the optical flow signal o(t) to the altitude
x(t), Ψ. In order to do this, we use the measurement
of the altitude obtained with the external long-range laser
displacement sensor as shown in Fig. 3. In this subsection,
we call this signal xs (t), to distinguish from x(t), which
is the measurement that results from processing the optical
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Fig. 7.
Empirical relationship between average lift force, ΓL (t), and
actuator displacement, y(t) = A sin (2πf t) ≈ yd (t) = Ad sin (2πfd t),
with a fixed frequency fd taking the values of 70, 80, 90, 100 and 110. Hz.
Here, A is normalized so that a unit input to P (z), u(1) = 1, produces
a unit output y(t) = 1. Also, u(t) = 1 means that the actuator is excited
at its maximum allowable voltage, 300 V. Each data point was computed
from 200, 000 samples, obtained at 10 KHz. The thicker black horizontal
line marks the liftoff threshold for the RoboBee considered in this case.
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Fig. 10. Experimental data used for estimating the operator Ψ that maps
the optical flow signal, o(t), to altitude, x(t), i.e., x = Ψo. Upper Plot:
Altitude measured using external laser sensor, xs (t). Middle Plot: Optical
Flow Signal o(t). Bottom Plot: Close-up of optical flow signal o(t).

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the integrated microrobot with on-board sensing
system, used in the altitude control experiments. Note that the altitude x(t)
is measured using an optical-flow-based sensing system.
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Fig. 9. Idealized system dynamics. G(z): Discrete-time open-loop plant;
au (t): Input amplitude; x(t): Measured altitude; v(t): Output disturbance,
representing the aggregated effects of all the disturbances affecting the
system, including stochastic wind currents. G(z) is idealized under the
assumption that the frequency fu is fixed and that au (t) oscillates around
aH , which is the exact amplitude required for hovering.

flow signal o(t). Note that for convenience o(t) is treated
as a 10 KHz signal formed by zeros and spikes that contain
the optical flow information. In the upper plot of Fig. 10, a
sequence of the altitude xs (t), sampled at 10 KHz, is shown.
The bottom plot in Fig. 10 shows the corresponding optical
flow train of pulses (spaced at a non-constant frequency
about 40.5 Hz), whose magnitude is proportional to velocity.
This specific signal xs (t) is high frequency compared to
the dynamics of the microrobot in vertical flight. Thus, this
signal can be used to estimate the mapping Ψ from the data.
Two simple methods are proposed for representing Ψ.
These are illustrated in Fig. 11. The first method uses the
LTI filter F1 and yields x1 (t); the second uses the LTI filter
F2 and yields x2 (t). Everything else is the same. The Value

z −1 
Fig. 11. Block diagram of the two methods proposed for mapping the
optical flow signal, o(t), to altitude, x(t), i.e., finding an operator Ψ so
that x(t) = [Ψo] (t). The filter F1 is estimated using the n4sid subspace
system identification method [28]. The filter F2 is a simple discrete-time
integrator. The operator S saturates the signal so that the estimate x(t) is
always positive.

Holding Law is defined as

ϑ(t − 1)
ϑ(t) =
o(t)

if o(t) = 0
otherwise

(9)

where ϑ(t) is the input to the LTI filters F1 (z) and F2 (z), as
shown in Fig. 11. Here, F1 (z) is identified using the subspace
state-space n4sid algorithm in Matlab [28], using the data in
Fig. 10, assuming that ϑ is the input and xs (t) is the output.
The method yields a 48th-order discrete-time state-space
realization, which is reduced to a 2nd-order representation,
using balanced reduction techniques [29], [30]. The resulting
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Fig. 12. Example showing the use of both proposed methods in Fig. 11 for
mapping the optical flow signal, o(t), to altitude, x(t). Upper Plot: Original
optical flow signal. Bottom Plot: Measured altitude, using filter F1 (red),
filter F2 (green) and the external laser displacement sensor in Fig. 3 (blue).
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au (t) sin (2πfu t), with au = 13 , au = 0.8 and fu = 110 Hz. Bottom
Plot: Close-up of the control signal u(t).

, DF1 = 0.00000.

The filter F2 (z) is simply a discrete-time integrator with the
form
z+1
,
(10)
F2 (z) = KI
z−1
with KI = 1.47404 × 10−4 . The idea of using an integrator
comes from noting that the spikes in o(t) are proportional to
velocity. Additionally, the low-pass shape of F1 (z) indicates
that any tuned low-pass filter might be suitable for the task
considered here. The last element to describe in Fig. 11 is
the operator S, which is a saturation with the form

0
if [F ϑ] (t) 6 0
x(t) =
(11)
[F ϑ] (t)
otherwise.
An example illustrating the use of both methods is shown
in Fig. 12. According to several trials, it was found that the
use of F1 yields slightly better results than the use of F2 .
For this reason, for the flight experiments presented in the
next section we used F1 to estimate the altitude x(t) from
the optical flow signal o(t).
B. Flight Experiments
In this subsection, we show an experimental case demonstrating the use of the on-board optical flow sensor for
controlling altitude. The results are summarized in Fig. 13
and Fig. 14. The objective is to make the microrobot reach
a desired vertical position (5 cm) and hover at that position
until T ime = 20 s. As can be seen in Fig. 13, the robot
starts flapping at T ime = 1 s, with a fixed au (t) = 31 . Then,
at T ime = 5 s, the control loop is closed and the control
signal au (t) immediately reaches its maximum allowable

value au = 0.8 and stays at that value until the RoboBee
reaches the desired altitude of 5 cm. While hovering at 5 cm,
the controller compensates for disturbances by varying the
value of au (t), as shown in the middle plot in Fig. 13. Frames
from a video sequence showing the transition of the robot
from 0 cm to 5 cm and hovering are shown in Fig. 14.
Although the controller performance is excellent when the
RoboBee is hovering, according to the measured signals,
from the video sequence in Fig. 14 it can be seen that
small oscillations and a slow, almost imperceptible, drift
upwards affects the microrobot. This small discrepancy can
be explained by the existence of sensing noise, which implies
that the design of the mapping filter can be further improved.
The complete experiment is shown in the supplemental
movie S1 available at [31]. Note, that the quality of the
experimental results presented here is comparable to those
in [4], obtained with the use of an external, bulky laser
sensor. This is compelling evidence that the use of on-board
optical flow sensors is a key step toward the goal of creating
completely autonomous RoboBees.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we presented experimental results on the
first controlled vertical flight of a 101-mg flapping-wing
microrobot, in which the altitude was measured using an
on-board optical flow sensor. During the development of
this research many challenges were overcome, including the
fabrication and integration of on-board sensing capabilities
into the microrobot, while meeting the strict low mass and
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Fig. 14. Video sequence showing the transition from 0 cm to 5 cm and hovering corresponding to the experiment in Fig. 13. The vertical position, x(t),
of the microrobot is measured using an on-board optical-flow-based sensor. A movie of the entire experiment is shown in the supplemental movie S1
available at [31].

small size requirements for liftoff. Also, this paper described
the design and implementation of real-time controllers and
signal processing algorithms required for the fusion of onboard sensing with the microrobot. The achieved control
performance with the on-board sensor is comparable to the
one in [4], where an external laser displacement sensor was
used for measuring altitude. The research presented here is
a key step toward achieving the goal of complete autonomy
for flying microrobots.
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